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3D chemical imaging of the brain using quantitative
IR spectro-microscopy†
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Three-dimensional (3D) histology is the next frontier for modern anatomo-pathology. Characterizing
abnormal parameters in a tissue is essential to understand the rationale of pathology development.
However, there is no analytical technique, in vivo or histological, that is able to discover such abnormal
features and provide a 3D distribution at microscopic resolution. Here, we introduce a unique highthroughput infrared (IR) microscopy method that combines automated image correction and subsequent
spectral data analysis for 3D-IR image reconstruction. We performed spectral analysis of a complete
organ for a small animal model, a mouse brain with an implanted glioma tumor. The 3D-IR image is
reconstructed from 370 consecutive tissue sections and corrected using the X-ray tomogram of the
organ for an accurate quantitative analysis of the chemical content. A 3D matrix of 89  106 IR spectra is
generated, allowing us to separate the tumor mass from healthy brain tissues based on various
anatomical, chemical, and metabolic parameters. We demonstrate that quantitative metabolic
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parameters can be extracted from the IR spectra for the characterization of the brain vs. tumor
metabolism (assessing the Warburg eﬀect in tumors). Our method can be further exploited by searching
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for the whole spectral proﬁle, discriminating tumor vs. healthy tissue in a non-supervised manner, which
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we call ‘spectromics’.

Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) microscopy is a powerful approach for
imaging biological specimens.1 It oﬀers excellent spatial resolution and facilitates the observation of tissue sub-structures
and content2 under physiological and pathological conditions.
However, although it is feasible to achieve a high spatial resolution close to the diﬀraction limit in small, transparent biological specimens3 such as cultured cells, it remains diﬃcult to
achieve high-resolution images of larger, more optically challenging entities such as tissue blocks, biopsies, or organs.4 3D
pathology is expected because tissue blocks are not naturally
transparent, and they contain complex 3D networks (blood and
lymph systems, membranes, nerves and other bers, etc.), a 3D
arrangement of diﬀerent cell phenotypes that is not homogeneous, and an extracellular space that is composed of many
other compounds and lamentous structures. From
a geometric point of view, it is possible in principle to instantly
visualize tissue abnormalities using 3D pathology and it has
a
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signicant advantages compared to the usual 2D histology.5
However, labeling techniques are not quantitative approaches,
and so 3D rendering cannot provide the distribution of the
molecular concentrations.4 Access to the molecular concentrations will be crucial in overcoming the current interpretation
limit of pathological features based mostly on anatomical
rendering.
Several approaches have already been proposed for ex vivo
3D spectro-microscopy imaging, such as serial sections based
electron,6 X-ray uorescence,7 infrared,2,8 mass,9 and Raman10
microscopies, with a 3D reconstruction of small tissue volumes
at the micro- and nano-scopic scales. Mass spectrometry (MS)
imaging was the rst spectroscopic technique that was able to
create a 3D reconstruction of the chemical information of
a tissue sample.11 In principle, mass spectra can provide thousands of signals recorded from each voxel of a 3D MS image. A
wide variety of molecules can be imaged in this way, including
proteins, peptides, lipids, and endogenous and exogenous
metabolites, although they cannot be imaged all together. Thus,
no global chemical information can be obtained from the
sample (including proteins, lipids and sugars).
A common limit to all chemical imaging techniques that
might be used for 3D volume rendering is that, at microscopic
scale, 3D reconstruction is considerably more challenging
relative to two-dimensional imaging because sectioning artifacts such as tissue tears, bends, folds, and cracks become
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unmanageable.12 Moreover, in 3D pathology, it is also mandatory to consider so tissue distortions due to organ removal by
surgery or biopsy. The shape of the tissue is considerably altered
via cryomicrotomy, and the nal 3D reconstruction model that
is created from serial 2D sections will be signicantly distant
from reality. For quantitative analyses in 3D pathology, the
determination of the molecular concentrations as well as the
distribution of tissue sub-structures will be directly dependent
on the recovery of the native 3D shape of the tissue/organ.13 As
a general consideration, the lack of 3D imaging of the tissue/
organ in its native shape is a major methodological issue for
histological analyses, both in 2D and in 3D. To overcome that
limitation in the development of 3D pathology methods, MRI,14
m-CT,13 and ultrasound15 in vivo imaging have been used to
provide the actual volume of the tissue to analyze.
Here, we present an analytical methodology for developing
a 3D quantitative pathology. Our experimental strategy is based
on a combination of X-ray tomography for the in vivo acquisition of a 3D image of a mouse brain in the skull and infrared
(IR) spectro-microscopy for the histological analysis. The results
shown in this paper were obtained using a mouse brain in
which glioma tumor cells had been implanted to grow a tumor
in 28 days before the acquisition of 3D in situ and 2D histological images. The presence of a tumor in the brain was the
perfect challenge for the quantitative chemical analysis of
tissues, as tumors are highly diﬀerent from healthy tissues in
terms of chemical composition16 and metabolism.17

Results and discussion
Acquisition of the actual 3D shape of the brain
We rst used the heads of mice for the X-ray tomographic
analysis of the brain volume (see the video in the ESI, supplementary material 1†). The heads were analyzed with and
without the brain inside the skull to obtain the actual brain
volume via the subtraction of segmented 3D images. The
segmentation method allowed us to obtain the meshing of the
brain with a 2 mm accuracy (see the gures and videos in ESI,
supplementary material 2 and 3†). The high-resolution images
were used as models for resizing the low-dose 3-projection X-ray
images. The objective was to obtain a 3D image of the brain
without altering its content due to ionizing radiation, but at the
same time, X-ray microscopy was also chosen to avoid the use of
contrast agents or labeling methods (as used in MRI,18 PET/
SPECT,19 intravital imaging,20 etc.), which modify the chemical
content of the sample. Therefore, it would have aﬀected
chemical analyses using IR microscopy aer histology. The
volume rendering from 3 axial absorption projections allowed
us to obtain a realistic volume rendering of the mouse brain
that was used to visualize all of the tissue sections and create
a 2D mask of their planar limits. The main issue following the
acquisition of a brain volume from 3 axial absorption projections was to determine the start and end points of brain
sectioning as well as the actual axis of sectioning. This issue was
solved using an available anatomical atlas of a mouse brain, the
Allen Mouse Brain Atlas21,22 (see the ESI, supplementary material 4†). We resized the atlas with respect to the actual volume of
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the mouse brain. To this end, a graph-theoretic slice-to-slice
reconstruction was performed with a global histology-to-CT
reconstruction to achieve high accuracy, both in the alignment of the features between the slices and in the 3D shape of
the reconstructed brain.
Methods have been proposed for the 3D reconstruction of
tissue blocks, but the tissues were rst stained23 or block-face
photographic volume registration5 was used with MRI to help
correct the shape in the so tissue images. However, the use of
labeling and staining methods or gadolinium injections for
MRI prevent further “unaltered” chemical analysis. Our methodology overcomes such a bottleneck, providing both an image
registration and correction method for reconstructing 3D tissue
blocks, and can determine the molecular concentrations in 3D
at microscopic resolution. The key advantage is the development of a genuine combination of in vivo 3D imaging with
quantitative spectro-microscopy for producing a 3D quantitative chemical image of a tissue block. Our technique requires
only a fresh-frozen tissue block to obtain a 3D chemical image.

Acquisition of a 3D IR spectrum matrix of the brain
Aer the acquisition of the three X-ray projections for the
volume rendering of the brain, the organ was removed from the
skull and deposited in the upright position (with the cerebellum
on the bottom, thus tamping the brain volume in the coronal
axis) on the sample holder for continuous transverse cryomicrotomy at a 20 mm thickness. A series of 340–385 sections
could be obtained depending on the organ size. Alternately, one
section was stored for conventional histology (named histological images) and one section was processed for the IR
microscopy analysis (named IR images). The goal was to obtain
a series of histological sections that were suﬃciently representative of the whole brain for comparative analyses using IR
microscopy and histology, and for 3D image reconstruction. An
example of a 2D IR image of a mouse brain with typical IR
spectra from diﬀerent anatomical regions is shown in the ESI,
supplementary material 5.†
The IR spectra from diﬀerent regions of the brain show very
diﬀerent absorption proles, thus conrming that variations in
the chemical content are signicant. For the individual 2D-IR
images, the ʃ(1800–900 cm1) intensity scale ranged from 0–
192 to 0–331 for the whole set of 185 images. The intensity scale
was set as free for the 3D-IR image reconstruction. The rst
reconstruction of the 3D-IR image from 2D raw IR images
(without any planar shape correction) was center-aligned using
the central axis between the lobes as the anatomical reference.
As shown in Fig. 1, the general shape of the 3D-IR image of the
brain contained numerous distortions. The distortions came
from organ shape alterations during surgery (due to the relapse
of the brain volume once extracted from the skull, which exerts
a pressure on brain tissues, and also due to the gravity-related
collapse of this very so tissue when deposited on the sample
holder). This was also due to well-known tissue alterations
during cryomicrotomy, where tears, bends, cracks, etc. appear at
the tissue sectioning or deposition process. This clearly shows
the relevance of using a 3D in situ (or in vivo) imaging method
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the shape correction process for 2D images and 3D volume reconstructions. The actual volume model of the mouse brain is
used to resize the anatomical images of the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas in (A). The ﬁrst and last frames corresponded to the limits of the full set of
tissue sections obtained using continuous cryomicrotomy (histological and IR – 370 sections). In (B), the virtual 2D masks of the 370 images are
extracted from the actual volume of the mouse brain. (C) The histological images are corrected using edge-guided image interpolation. (D) The
IR images are corrected via the re-pixelation and redistribution of the full spectral absorbance. The total spectral absorbance of the 2D IR image is
calculated before and after IR spectra redistribution for the validation of the image correction process. (E) The 185 histological images are
positioned in the actual volume model of the mouse brain for 3D alignment and patching. The alignment of each of the IHC images is performed
using a global smoothed slice-shape morphing with a normalized redistribution of pixel values over the reached virtual slice surface (extracted
from the X-ray model 2D-mask). (F) The 185 IR images are also aligned and patched according to the same procedure. (G–I) The 3D reconstructions of the Allen brain atlas, the 3D-IR image and the 3D-IHC image resized to match the actual dimensions of the mouse brain.

for obtaining a realistic volume rendering of a mouse brain
before histological analyses. This is also critical for ensuring
further quantitative chemical analysis from the 3D-IR image.
Correction of the 2D histological images from the 3D X-ray
tomogram
The IR and histological images were corrected for the shape
alterations using the X-ray tomogram and 100 virtual slices
(from 100 images – Fig. 1) given by the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas.
We rst compared the anatomical images with the IR and
histological images to dene the sectioning plan eﬀectively
used while obtaining all of the histological sections. The
anatomical images are resized according to the actual 3D
volume of the mouse brain. They serve as a global reference for
comparing the anatomical regions observed from the visible,
histological, and IR images. Importantly, they allow for the
dening of the rst and last sections obtained on a mouse brain
using cryomicrotomy, of which the number varies according to
the size of the organ and some potential loss of sections at the
extremities. They are also used for proper alignment and 3D
patching aer shape corrections, as shown in Fig. 1.
The sets of IR and corresponding histological images (370
dual images) were used for brain volume rendering. The average
deviation observed from the 2D image corrections was 11% in
height and 8% in width. The 3D histological image was
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segmented to highlight the tumor (labeled, green uorescence –
see the ESI, supplementary material 6†). We can observe that
the reconstructed 3D images of the brain perfectly matched the
actual volume of the brain dened in the X-ray tomogram. We
applied classical IR spectroscopy analysis to highlight the
tumor from the 3D chemical image, i.e., the protein-to-lipid
ratio dened by the absorption ratio ʃ(1700–1480 cm1)/
ʃ(1760–1710 cm1), or the absorption ratio between amide I and
lipid esters.24–26 This analysis highlights the tumor mass, which
contained a higher concentration of proteins and a lower
concentration of lipids than its surrounding tissues.
Anatomy of the brain based on 3D chemical data
An important objective of our study was to demonstrate that 3D
chemical imaging using IR spectro-microscopy can be used for
the 3D pathological investigation of large tissue blocks. We
segmented the tumor mass based on a simple spectral analysis
to compare it with the tumor volume rendering from the 3D
histological image (see the ESI, supplementary material 7 and
8†). As expected, the IR spectra extracted from the tumor and at
a similar location in the le hemisphere show important
diﬀerences for most of the absorption regions. The shape of the
tumor volume was found to be very similar between the IR and
histological analyses, with the calculation of the Hausdorﬀ
distances27 between the two volumes showing only marginal
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diﬀerences in the global shape of the tumor, but a signicant
diﬀerence in volume (3D-IR ¼ 9.39 mm3; 3D-IHC ¼ 12.24 mm3;
diﬀerence 30%). The ability to extract the 3D spectrum matrix
of the tumor mass is important to specically analyze its
chemical content. This is also true for healthy brain tissues (at
least the le hemisphere, which is not aﬀected by the tumor
metabolism and the mechanical pressure it exerts on the
surrounding tissues). Fig. 2 shows 3D-IHC and 3D-IR image
examples of the segmentation performed on the mouse brain,
both for the tumor mass extraction and for dening anatomical
structures from chemical analyses on the 3D-IR image. This
segmentation can be based on the absorption proles extracted
from the spectra (as for the tumor mass with the lipid/protein
contrast). It is worth noting that healthy brain tissues and
anatomical entities can be successfully separated directly from
the IR spectra. Therefore, an anatomical atlas of the mouse
brain can be developed from its 3D quantitative chemical
image.
The distinction between white and gray matter is similar to
previous studies.28 The Hausdorﬀ distance calculation reveals
further interesting features (see the ESI, supplementary material 8†). The 3D-IHC image of the tumor shows the tissue
volume occupied by the tumor cells. Conversely, the 3D-IR
image shows the tissue volume, of which the chemistry is
signicantly altered by the tumor cells. The 30% diﬀerence
between the two volumes represents the tissue volume where

Edge Article

the tumor cells are present in the 3D-IHC image but where they
did not signicantly alter the chemical composition of the
tissue, as revealed by the 3D-IR image.24 Thus, the diﬀerence is
related to tissue areas where the tumor cells are dispersed. On
the tumor side in front of the cortex, the diﬀerences between the
IHC and IR images are very limited because the tumor is
massive. Therefore, the tumor was blocked by the cortex barrier
(except along the “tunnel” formed by the needle when
implanting the tumor cells). On the opposite side, the diﬀerences between the IHC and IR images are more signicant
because the tumor is more diﬀuse. This is showing that the
tumor had an easier way to invade the parenchyma through the
caudate putamen region. This result illustrates the importance
of 3D histology for understanding the anatomical–mechanical–
chemical features that drive the growth of a tumor.
Quantitative 3D metabolic images based on 3D chemical data
The last major objective of this study was to demonstrate that
3D IR spectro-microscopy can achieve a quantitative molecular
analysis of tissues. With the example of a tumor, the challenge
was to analyze the major metabolic parameters of the brain:29
the glycogen, glucose and lactate concentrations. To obtain
a quantitative analysis, we performed absorption integration
from the most specic IR bands of glucose26,30 (1031 cm1),
glycogen31,32 (1024 and 1152 cm1), and lactate31,33 (1127 cm1)
on all of the IR spectra of the 3D-IR image of the brain aer

Fig. 2 Segmentation of brain regions based on chemical content. (A) A 3D-IR image of the mouse brain in the skull highlighting the tumor mass
using the [ʃ(1760–1710 cm1)/ʃ(1700–1592 cm1)  100] absorption ratio (L/P as indicated in ﬁgure scale legend – videos are provided in the ESI,
supplementary material 7 and 8†). With the tumor seen mostly in green, we can also distinguish the white matter distribution as the purple-blue
part of the brain image. (B) A 3D-IR image of the tumor mass extracted from the whole brain via the segmentation of the voxels presenting the
chemical proﬁle of the tumor (full spectral absorbance). (C and D) Similar views of the tumor mass in the skull and extracted from the 3Dhistological image (green channel segmentation for the tumor). (E) A representation of the Hausdorﬀ distances between the 3D-histology
(reference) image of the tumor mass and its 3D-IR counterpart (both sides of the tumor mass). (F) An illustration of the tumor growth mechanics
as revealed by the segmentation of 3D-IHC and 3D-IR images of the tumor volume with respect to the invaded brain regions.
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calculating their 2nd derivative, which is a standard procedure
for fast IR spectral data extraction.34 From 2nd derivative spectra,
the 3D mapping of the molecular concentrations in the brain
was found to be consistent between the tissue sections and thus
no major contrast aberration came to alter the visual rendering
of these analyses (Fig. 3 and the ESI, supplementary material 9–
11†).
We rst compared the molecular concentrations between
enzymatic assays and IR spectra data analyses. A group of 10
mice with a similar tumor mass in the right hemisphere were
sacriced to analyze their le hemisphere. Fluorescence enzymatic assays35 made on tissue homogenates provided 2.2  0.7
mmol g1 of glucose, 5.1  1.7 mmol g1 of glycogen, and 1.2 
0.5 mmol g1 of lactate. These results are consistent with other
studies on mice36–39 that have been reported from similar
enzymatic assays. Interestingly, the regional distribution of
glucose36 in mice brains have been found to vary, with a 3-fold
amplitude; similarly, a 2-fold variation amplitude was found for
lactate40 and glycogen.38,41 Such concentration variations per
brain region were also found in our 3D-IR images. When we
considered the distribution of absorption intensities for
glucose, glycogen, and lactate IR absorption, we observed that
95% of spectra ranged within a 2-3-fold intensity scale value.

Chemical Science

Extreme values were rejected from the calculations (notably the
0 values, representing 86% of rejected spectra, which were
probably due to noisy signal or a distorted baseline preventing
the use of the 2nd derivative spectra absorption). The spectra
included in this study (>95% for each anatomical region)
allowed us to dene a distribution of concentrations in accordance with the enzymatic assays performed on the brain
regions, with the glucose scale ranging from 1.3 to 3.5 mmol g1,
glycogen from 3.6 to 8.4 mmol g1, and lactate from 0.7 to 1.9
mmol g1 (in other words, each metabolite has a 2-3-fold
concentration variation in the brain).
These concentration variations in the mouse brain are
consistent with previous studies,36,39,41 although they are not
fully comparable since the microscopic studies of the metabolic
concentrations in the brain have never been done previously on
fresh – snap-frozen only – tissues. It is also important to note
that the tumor exhibited a signicantly lower glucose (0.8  0.1
mmol g1; P < 0.05) and glycogen (1.2  0.1 mmol g1; P < 0.05)
concentrations compared to their healthy tissue counterpart in
the le hemisphere (considering similar locations – see the ESI,
supplementary material 12†), while the lactate concentration
was much higher (2.4  0.2 mmol g1; P < 0.05). With respect to
the healthy brain tissues, these metabolic changes in the tumor

Fig. 3 Quantitative metabolic analysis of the brain. From the 2nd derivative of the 3D spectrum matrix, the glucose, glycogen and lactate IR
absorptions are quantiﬁed and mapped for the whole brain. The 3D volume renderings with molecular concentrations have been determined
according to the healthy brain (left hemisphere) as a reference (3D renderings are shown in the ESI, supplementary material 9–11†). The images
are scaled with equivalent absorption (a.u.2  104) and concentration (mmol g1) values.
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mass are typical of a Warburg eﬀect, where glycolysis is
increased and thus depletes the glucose–glycogen stores and
consequently raises the production of lactate as a by-product.42
However, the distributions of the metabolic concentrations in
the tumor mass were found to be very homogeneous, which is
also characteristic for that size of glioma solid tumor.43
Importantly, we tried other resolutions (5, 10, and 50 mm), and it
appeared that 5 mm thick sections did not provide a reliable S/N
for the quantitative analyses.44 The 10 mm resolution was not
reliable for 3D image reconstruction as too many sections were
lost from the continuous sectioning, and the 50 mm resolution
was insuﬃcient to provide all of the details found at 20 mm
resolution. Thus, the 20 mm resolution appears as the best
compromise for large 3D-IR image reconstruction with the
current IR microscopy technology.
Until now, quantitative histology remained limited to the
quantitation of objects45 and sub-structures46 in tissue sections,
but not to its chemical content.47 Here, we combined an eﬃcient anatomical rendering of the mouse brain with a quantitative chemical analysis of its contents from the same dataset.
The 3D volume renderings for anatomical, chemical and
metabolic content of the mouse brain with a tumor reached an
incomparable level of information for 3D microscopy analysis.
As we demonstrated for the anatomical and metabolic features
of a mouse brain, the exploitation of the whole spectral information, called ‘spectromics’, from a tissue block will tremendously expand the possible applications of this methodology.

Conclusions
We used a combination of 3D in vivo and histological imaging
techniques to achieve a quantitative 3D chemical analysis of the
mouse brain. The most amazing feature of this methodology is
that it can resolve and co-register anatomical and metabolic
parameters from the same dataset, without the use of any
reagent or imaging contrast agent. Furthermore, the IR spectroscopy technique used is far less complex than other spectroscopies, and direct exploitation of spectral data for
producing relevant 3D anatomical, chemical and metabolic
images can be achieved. Our approach includes high-delity 3D
imaging and automated mathematical analysis performed on
a whole organ, promising deep impact on biomedical knowledge and research.

Materials and methods
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skull and the brain sample. The X-ray tomographic images were
obtained in sequence with and without the brain (360 projections over 180 degrees, providing a 2 mm resolution meshing of
the brain). For the skull imaging, the brain was aspirated
through the occipital hole. The internal part of the skull was
further cleaned from possible tissue remains via enzymatic
digestion (Liberase TL, Roche ref. 05401020001) for 20 minutes
at 37  C. The low-dose X-ray images of the brain further used for
the IR analyses were obtained using 3 projections (coronal,
sagittal and axial views) under the same conditions as for the
360 projection images, thus limiting the X-ray dose to a negligible amount (not heating the brain before the histological
analyses). The aim was to reconstruct a 3D model of the brain
with limited 2D projections using the high-resolution X-ray
tomographic images as references.
The mouse brains that were prepared for the 3D histological
analyses were xenograed with NCH421K glioma tumor
spheroids (proneural, stem-like cells). In brief, primary tumorderived NCH421K spheroids (5 spheroids of 104 cells per
mouse) were implanted into the right cerebral cortex using
a Hamilton syringe tted with a needle (Hamilton, Bonaduz,
Switzerland) following a procedure that was previously
described.48 Injections were realized in the striatum (2.2 mm on
le from bregma 0 and 3 mm depth) using Hamilton syringe.
Full brains (with a xenograed tumor on one lobe and healthy
brain on the other lobe) were removed from the sacriced mice
aer 28 days of tumor growth. The sample holder with brain
were inserted into a plastic tube and plunged into liquid N2 for
instant freezing. The frozen brain was deposited in the upright
position (with the cerebellum on the bottom) on cooled glue
(polyvinyl alcohol for cryostat, 20  C) to avoid tissue embedding. The total duration from the death of animal to the
complete freezing of brain was always less than two minutes,
and guaranteed that degradation in brain cell and tissue
contents was limited. A complete sectioning of the brain was
performed at 20 mm thickness (Cryostat CM1900, LeicaMicrosystems, France). A total of 340–385 sections was obtained depending on the brain dimensions (and where the
sectioning was stopped in the cerebellum mass). The tissue
slides were maintained at 80  C before IR and IHC image
acquisition. For histological imaging, all of the tissue sections
were incubated with antibodies against human vimentin antigens (Santa Cruz 6260) and a green uorescent secondary
antibody (goat anti-mouse 488 antibody, Interchim FP-SA4010).
Imaging was carried out using a Nikon eclipse E600 microscope.

Sample preparation
The 3D image model of the mouse brain used for the 2D and 3DIR image corrections was obtained using healthy animals (10 to
12 week-old male rag-g2C/ immunodecient mice). The study
on the animals was approved by the local ethics committee
(University of Bordeaux) under the agreement no. 501305-1, and
all of the experiments were performed in compliance with the
relevant laws and institutional guidelines for animal welfare. A
series of 12 animals were used for the acquisition of the 3D
image of the head aer dissection. The dissection consisted in
the removal of the skin, eyes, tongue, teeth, etc. to obtain the
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X-ray image acquisition
Microradiology was performed with unmonochromatized
(white) synchrotron X-rays emitted at the 01-A beamline wavelength shier of the National Synchrotron Radiation Research
Center (NSRRC, Hsinchu, Taiwan). The photon energy ranged
from 4 keV to 30 keV with a peak intensity of 12 keV; the beam
current was kept constant at 360 mA with the top-up operation
mode over all acquisition periods. To obtain 4.59  3.43 mm
images, X-rays were converted into visible light using a CdWO4
single crystal scintillator and then the photons were detected
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using an optical microscope equipped with a 1600  1200 pixel
CCD camera (model 211, Diagnostic Instruments). We reduced
the radiation dose by attenuating the X-ray beam with two 550
mm silicon wafers. The dose was 33.9 Gy per 100 ms for a specimen thickness of 1 cm placed before the sample. The samplescintillator distance was 5 cm. We used a 2 lens in the optical
microscope to obtain the desired eld of view; the pixel size in
the nal image was 2  2 mm2. A simple background attening
image lter was used for the large area micro-radiology images.
The conceptual details of synchrotron-based microtomography,
including the absorption and phase contrast, have been discussed in a previous study.49 The high-resolution tomographic
images were captured at 360 angles over 180 degrees. The low
resolution (and low X-ray dose) images were captured with 3
angles (coronal, sagittal and axial views) and reconstructed
using the high-resolution models (see the ESI, supplementary
material 1–3†).
IR acquisition for 20 mm spatial resolution imaging
We analyzed the mouse brain tissue sections using IR microscopy. The QCL-IR microscope (Spero®, DRS Daylight Solutions,
CA, USA) is equipped with 4 IR lasers providing wavelengths
every 4 cm1 along the 1800–900 cm1 spectral interval, thus
225 absorption values. The microscope is constantly purged
with dry air and the sample compartment is isolated from
ambient air using a plastic box. The detector is a non-N2-liquid
frozen focal plane array (FPA) detector with 480  480 elements.
The 20 mm pixel size was obtained aer acquisition by binning 5
 5 pixels. The IR image acquisitions lasted up to 2 hours per
section at the largest tissue section dimensions, 6  8 mm. A
total of 170–190 IR images was obtained per brain for the 3D-IR
image reconstruction (the same number as for the corresponding histological image, providing a comparison between
tumor volumes). The microscope was installed in a thermally
controlled room (20  C) for standardizing the ambient conditions during acquisition over the total duration of the acquisitions (2 months).
3D IR and 3D histological images reconstruction
The 2D- and 3D-IR images presented in this article come from
a mouse brain with 370 sections (see the ESI, supplementary
material 6 and 7†). The 2D-IR images were obtained and represented a matrix of 9.4-million IR spectra and 250 GB of raw
data on a storage server (reduced to 10 GB aer processing with
5  5 pixel binning). The same number of histological sections
was further obtained. The visible images of the histological
sections were coupled to the 2D masks of the virtual brain
sections extracted from the 3D X-ray tomogram of the mouse
brain for further correction and resizing (Fig. 1). The resizing of
the 2D-histological images was done using edge-guided image
interpolation. The rst and last sections obtained via cryomicrotomy are marked with black arrows in Fig. 1A. The 2Dmask of each image was extracted from the actual volume of
the mouse brain (representing a 20 mm distance between the
2D-masks to match the thickness of the histological sections).
The lacking 2D-masks (370 sections vs. 100 images in the Allen
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brain atlas) were completed for the correction of all of the tissue
sections. The histological images were corrected for shape
alteration using edge-guided image interpolation with their
corresponding 2D-mask for reference (Fig. 1). The IR images
were corrected via the re-pixelation and redistribution of the full
spectral absorbance at the 2D image level. A pixel grid at
a resolution of the IR image (which here was 20 mm lateral
resolution) covers the 2D-mask that the 2D-IR image must
match. The IR spectra contained in the IR image pixels are
redistributed in the pixel grid of the 2D-mask. The total spectral
absorbance of the 2D-IR image is calculated before and aer the
IR spectra redistribution to ensure that the chemical information of the tissue sections remained unchanged. The histological images were positioned in the actual volume model of the
mouse brain for 3D alignment and patching. The alignment was
performed for the recognition of various anatomical patterns
with respect to the Allen brain atlas images in Fig. 1A and the
2D-masks obtained in Fig. 1B. Typical anatomical features are
salient angles found at the surface of brain volume, such as the
longitudinal cerebral ssure, the lobe-cerebellum interfaces,
etc. The 2D-IR images were also aligned and patched according
to the same procedure as for histological images.
Brain metabolic assays
In a series of 10 mice with 18–23 days of tumor development in
the right hemisphere, the brains were harvested for the
dissection of the le hemisphere (healthy tissue). The tissues
were immediately weighed and brain homogenates were obtained via sonication in 10% wt/vol of 0.1 M NaOH and 0.01%
SDS and centrifuged for 15 min at 16 000g at 4  C. The supernatant was acidied and diluted with 0.03 M HCl. Glycogen and
glucose were measured with a uorescence enzymatic assay
using the amyloglucosidase method.35 Glycogen was digested
with amylo-a-1,4-a-1,6-glucosidase (AG) (Sigma). The glucose
levels were determined with hexokinase and glucose-6phosphate dehydrogenase (Sigma) through the formation of
NADPH from the reduction of NADP+. The glucose levels obtained from the samples without AG were subtracted from the
samples with AG to determine the glycogen levels. The glycogen
and glucose were both expressed as micromoles per gram of
fresh brain tissue (mmol g1). The eﬀects of SD were evaluated
using t-tests. For lactate, brain homogenates (20 mg) were
added to 100 ml of ice-cold 3 M perchloric acid, homogenized
using a homogenizer, and then centrifuged at 1000g for 5 min at
4  C. The resulting supernatant was mixed with buﬀer containing glycine, hydrazine, and NAD, and was then added to
LDH. The uorescence measurements were taken at 350 nm
excitation and 450 nm emission. The lactate concentration was
calculated from a standard curve. For comparison with the IR
spectral data, statistical tests were considered signicant if P <
0.05.
IR spectra data treatment
3D-IR image reconstruction. The ʃ(1800–900 cm1) spectral
intensity integration was calculated for all of the IR spectra and
a 3D image was reconstructed (the full spectral intensity 3D
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image of the brain). The full spectral intensity typically ranges
between 0 and 300, and this scale was applied to all of the 2D-IR
images before 3D reconstruction. The 3D patch of 2D-IR images
was rst performed with uncorrected 2D-IR images (see the ESI,
supplementary material 13†) to show the mediocre volume
rendering induced by the multiple tissue section shape alterations due to surgery, sample deposition on the sample holder,
and cryomicrotomy. The same 3D patch performed with corrected 2D-IR images (see the ESI, supplementary material 14†)
using X-ray imaging allowed us to properly align each 2D-IR
image according to observable external anatomical details as
explained above. Therefore, although the spectra data treatment was applied to the 2D-IR images, the positioning of each
2D-IR image in the 3D alignment was xed for all of the volume
renderings.
Tumor volume. We performed the segmentation and
meshing of the tumor volume aer classical spectroscopic
analysis, i.e., by calculating the protein-to-lipid absorption ratio
ʃ(1700–1480 cm1)/ʃ(1760–1710 cm1). The mesh of the tumor
volume is extracted as an independent volumetric image for
shape comparison with its 3D-histological image (Fig. 2 and
ESI, supplementary material 8†). The meshed tumor volumes,
both the IR and histological, were subtracted as poly-surfaces to
check the relevance of using the protein-to-lipid absorption
ratio to reveal a glioma tumor in the brain. The diﬀerence
between the IR and histological meshed volumes was measured
and expressed as a percentage of the histological (reference)
volume. The diﬀerence between meshed volumes of the tumor
from uncorrected and corrected 3D-IR and 3D-histological
images was also calculated to show the eﬀect of 2D image
correction on tumor volume rendering.
Quantitative metabolic analyses. Several metabolic parameters (glucose, glycogen, and lactate) were quantied in the 2D-IR
images and the distribution of the concentrations (shown in
Fig. 3 & ESI, supplementary material 9–12†) was determined as
follows:
1- Second derivative IR spectra were calculated for the whole
3D spectrum matrix of the mouse brain. The IR spectra of the
le hemisphere (healthy tissues) and for the tumor (from its
meshed volume) were analyzed separately.
2- The absorption of glucose26,30 (1031 cm1), glycogen31,32
(1024 and 1162 cm1), and lactate31,33 (1127 cm1) were
measured by integrating band areas on the second derivative
spectra (glucose: 1040–1027 cm1; glycogen: 1027–1018 and
1167–1157 cm1; and lactate: 1135–1114 cm1 – expressed in
a.u.2  104);
3- Since there is no histological method for determining the
concentration of these metabolic molecules on histological
sections, calibration of the molecular concentrations was
established by considering the average value of their absorption
as equivalent to the values of the metabolic assays on the brain
homogenates obtained in parallel with another batch of 10 mice
(same sex, age and experimental conditions, with a glioma
tumor implanted the same day as for mice used in the
histological/IR experiments). The calibration was performed
using only the le hemisphere part of the 2D-IR images (the
healthy tissues not aﬀected by the tumor). The scaling of the
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molecular concentrations was done according to the distribution of the IR absorption for each molecular absorption (a.u.2 
104  SD vs. mmol g1 / mmol g1  SD). The normal
distribution of absorption (mean  3  SD, in a.u.2  104 –
data not shown) was calculated for the le hemisphere of the
brain and for the tumor volume to reveal the heterogeneity of
the metabolic parameters between the anatomical regions
(mean  3  SD, in mmol g1).
4- The IR spectra corresponding to the anatomical regions
meshed from the le hemisphere were analyzed separately
(averaged spectra are shown in the ESI, supplementary material
12†) to reveal the mean  SD values of the metabolic parameters
and these were plotted (12 examples provided).
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